Dinculeanu [3] in Banach spaces. This often seems to lend itself to "softer"
proofs than the Riemann-Stieltjes-type integral used by Swong [22] and Goodrich [8] in locally convex spaces. Also, although the tensor product notation is convenient in certain places, we avoid the use of topological tensor products as in [22] . Since the spaces need not be locally convex, we must also avoid the use of the Hahn-Banach theorem as in [3] , [20] , for example.
In § 1, we develop the basic ingredients of the theory and characterize the continuous linear operators on the space of totally measurable vector functions (F-H-K theorem In § 4 we specialize to locally bounded spaces and obtain sharper results.
The representation theorems are applied to find the containing Banach space [4] of C(Q, E) in this case. [3, p. 82] . Such a family of sets, always finite, is called a "^--partition oí Q.
We define the integral of a simple function /= 2 c(A .) ® x. by //rffl-2>(a7.)xi7
and, in particular,
The integral is independent of the representation chosen and is a linear transformation from S(Q, E) to F [3, p. 108] . Since each simple function is bounded,
i.e., its range is a bounded set in F, the topology of uniform convergence is a vector topology for S(Q, E If F is the scalar field then ^t: S -♦ E ' is of bounded semivariation if and only if, for some balanced 0-neighborhood U in F, Semivar(//í = sup||J/¿/i|:/ e S(Q, E),f(Q)cu\ = sup|2>f, p(A))\ =sup£ «x., n(A.))\ is finite, where the last two suprema are taken over all S-partitions of Q and elements of U and we use the inner product notation ( , ) for the pairing (F, F').
If X is a locally convex space whose topology is given by a family P of seminorms, we say p: 2 -» X is of bounded variation ii, for each p £ P, 
defines an additive set function p from 2 to L(E, F). Since T is continuous
and (2) We note for future reference that (6) implies (7) (e, )ldp) = jfdpg for all / £ B(Q, E), where f f dp belongs to the completion Y of Y and the pair- if If dp = 0 for all / £ C(Q, E), then each scalar measure p. annihilates C(Q).
Since p is also weakly regular and weakly countably additive, the scalar Riesz representation theorem implies that each p =0, so p = 0 and 77 is one-one. The density property of C(Q, E), (9) and (10) imply that p represents T on all of C(Q, E), so T = np and the proof is complete, q If Nyf = 0 then, for all h > 0, f(Q) C hU and, by the above reasoning, \Jfdp\ < h Semivar-./i. So // dp = 0 and the result follows. D
Corollary. If u e M(E ) then
Semivatyp = sup j|//¿/i|: / e C(Q> E), zVy/<ll.
Proof. By the proposition, the right side above is no greater than the left.
The reverse inequality follows from the uniqueness of the representation in Theorem 2 and (11). by such a measure coincide on B(Q, E). Part of the assertion of the theorem is that, for / £ C(Q, F), // dp belongs to F and converges in p" (not just F").
Operators on C(Q, E
Before proving the theorem, we prove the following lemma. Finally, Lemma 2 and the remark imply Tf -Jf dp as an F"-valued integral for all / £ C(Q, E).
We write M(E ' ) for C(Q, E)' and M(e')' for C(Q, E)" . By [17, pp. 129, 158] , the existence of the adjoint map T': F ' -» zW(E ' ) does not depend on convexity, T is both weakly and strongly continuous and T" : M(E')' ~* P" exists and is weakly continuous. It suffices to show that each c(A) ® x is strongly continuous and to this end, let A -> 0 in zM(E ' )a and f > 0. Since each (Aa) is a regular scalar-valued Borel measure, there is a net (a^ in C(Q) such that ||fla|| < 1 and (see (9) (14) can be made arbitrarily close to e by taking a arbitrarily large, and this will prove that c(A) ® x is strongly continuous. For this, let A £ M(E ) and F be a closed balanced 0-neighborhood in E such that Semivar^A is finite. For each a, J aa® xdX\ < N(/(aa» x) Semivar^A < zVy(l ® x) Semivar^A, so \a ® x\ is weakly bounded.
It now follows that for / £ S(Q, E), both T / and (13) T f. Since the restriction of T to (the image of) C(Q, E) is T, Tf -f f dp.
By Lemma 2 and the remark, this part of the proof is complete.
We next show that every measure p £ M [L(E, F^.)] determines, by integration, an operator in L[C(Q, E), F ]. By Lemma 2 and the remark, T belongs to L[C(Q, E), F'¿], so by Proposition 9, it suffices to show that, for each / £ C(Q, E), f f dp belongs not only to F but actually to F. It thus suffices to show that / f dp is continuous on Fa and to this end, let 0 -» 0 in F '. Since 6 -> pg [October is weakly continuous, (18) ||T||=sup{|T ( Proof. By the preceding results, the strong topology of E is the norm topology.
The proof is now similar to that in Banach spaces [3, p. 54] . □ Note that B(Q, E) is a p-normed space with 11/11 =sup,||/(f)||E:i £61.
so C(Q, E) is a normed space. Also, the variation is a norm on zM(E ), as for Banach spaces.
As usual, we assume that C(Q, E) has the density property. Proof. First, for / £ C(Q, E), \\Tf\\F =\\ffdp\\ " = sup||(0, Jfdp)\:\\8\\p,<l\. show each p(A)x £ F . We first show there is a net (zza®x) in C(Q, E) such that Jaa®xdp -> fc(A) ® x dp in F". is dense in B(Q, E), and Tf = ffdp for / 6 ß(2, E and, since they are bounded, the uniform topology is a vector topology.
Proposition 13. // X z's complete, then C (Q, X) is the completion of C(Q, X).
Proof. If (/o) is a Cauchy net in CAQ, X), then, since X is complete,
converges uniformly to a bounded continuous function / and we will show / vanishes at infinity. If U is a O-neighborhood in X, then there is a O-neighborhood V such that V + V C U and some a such that (/-/ )(Q) C V. There is a compact set K C Q such that fa(Q -K) C V and then
Thus / vanishes at infinity and CAQ, X) is complete.
Now let / £ CAQ, X) and F be a O-neighborhood in X. Let V be as above, K C Q a compact set such that f(Q -K) C V and a £ C(Q), 0 < a < 1, be identi- Proof. We first show that the derived locally convex topology of C(Q, E) is the weaker norm topology it inherits as a subspace of C(Q, E ). Since C(Q, E )' = M(Ec) and the inherited topology makes C(Q, E) a Mackey space, it suffices to show that M(E ' ) = M(E "_ ). Since F ' =E'c as sets, we need only show that (BSV) has the same meaning for E and E , and this follows from Corollaries 1 and 2 of Proposition 12.
It now suffices to show that C(Q, E) is dense in CAQ, E ). Since E is dense in E^, C(Q) ® E is dense in C(Q) ® E for the uniform topology. But 
